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CONSULTING OFFICE
Information on the Consulting Office schedule for this month may be found
on page 3. For your convenience, this schedule has been placed on a
separate page for easy removal. The schedule will change each month and
will be included in The Record.

SCIEIDLE CF ~HINE UNAVAILABILITY
All machines may be down from 07:00 until 08:30 daily for Systems Checkout.
In addition, some machines will be down for Preventive Maintenance as
follows: CRAY,CA, 06:00-08:00 (T Th); CRAY,C1, 06:00-08:00 (M W); TBM,
06:00-07:00 (daily); NDDCOMP, 08:00-12:00 (1st Monday of month).

ext.
1211
1213
1235
1292

1222
1258
1235
1231

1200
1241/42
1245
1232
1310
1245
1245

room

119
118
5
17G

17H
11C
5
6A

29
31E
24F
5
6A
24F
24F

The Record is published monthly by the Scientific Computing Division of the
National Center for Atmospheric Research. NCAR is operated by the Univer-
sity Corporation for Atmospheric Research and is sponsored by the National
Science Foundation. Reference to a company or product name does not imply
approval or recommendation of the product to the exclusion of
others. Robert Nicol, Editor; Ann Cowley, Head, Information Services; Ken
Hansen, Trouble/Design Reports; Ken Walton, Summary of NCAR Computer Use;
Mary Bartels, Computer Resources Allocated.
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CONSULTING OFFICE SBCHEIJLE UNAVAILABLE FOR SEPfTEBER 1985

Due to fluctuations in Consulting staff availability, the
schedule for September cannot be published in The Record.
The hours of operation will remain the same; schedules
for each week will be finalized during the week preced-
ing. Please call the Consulting Office for specific
information.

Consulting Office hours are 08:30-11:30 and 13:00-16:00
daily, Monday through Friday. The Consulting Office is
closed every Wednesday from 13:30-14:30 for staff meet-
ings. Consultants may be reached by calling (303) 497-
1278. Messages may also be sent to the CONSULT1 virtual
machine on the IBM 4341 computers.
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Please Avoid Waste of Computing Resources

It has come to my attention that a small number of people are submitting
identical jobs to both CRAY-1 computers simultaneously. In some cases, both
jobs are allowed to run to completion; in other cases their progress through
the queues is observed by the user, who then calls an operator with instruc-
tions to drop the job that looks as if it is falling behind in the queues.

In the first case, when both jobs require identical datasets (VSNs) from the
TBM, we are seeing an inexcusable waste of resources. In the second case, the
increasing frequency of telephone calls to the operators is severely impacting
their ability to perform their other duties. We would appreciate it very much
if you would refrain from this wasteful practice, for the sake of your col-
leagues as well as the SCD Operations staff.

by Walter Macintyre, SCD Director

University Satellite Network Project Underway

In May of 1984 SCD submitted a proposal to the National Science Foundation
(NSF) soliciting funds to support the design and development of a university-
based, satellite-mediated data communications network. Termed the University
Satellite Network (USAN), the proposal provided NSF with five possible levels
of network architectures, ranging from a simple, asymmetric, send-only system
to a fully connected, symmetric, very-high-speed network. NSF has decided to
fund one of the five variants: a symmetric high-speed network involving a cen-
tral hub transmitting at 244 kilobytes per second to six university remote
sites. The remote sites, in turn, may transmit and receive data at 56 kilo-
bytes per second.

SCD will implement the USAN project in three phases. Phase 1 calls for the
installation of a central hub located at NCAR and one remote university site,
followed by the incremental installation of an additional five remote satel-
lite earth stations. During this phase, SCD and NCAR will install, connect,
and operationally test the NCAR hub antenna and peripheral equipment as well
as the equipment at one remote site. Subsequently, equipment at the five
other remote university sites will be installed and tested. NSF has selected
the following six sites and will determine the order of installation at the
sites:

Univ. of Illinois Univ. of Miami Oregon State Univ.
Univ. of Maryland Univ. of Michigan Univ. of Wisconsin

A final component of Phase 1 will be the development and installation of gate-
way software between TCP/IP-based communications protocols and the NCAR Local
Network. In Phase 2 of the project, NCAR will assist with the installation of
satellite earth stations at other hub sites such as the Consortium for Scien-
tific Computing's John Von Neumann Computing Center at Princeton. Phase 3
will establish communication between NCAR and other hub sites. Preliminary
arrangements are now underway for installation of equipment here at the Mesa
Lab.

by Greg McArthur
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Summary of the 1985 SCD Users Conference

The annual Users Conference was held in Boulder at the Univ. of Colorado
conference facilities from July 10 through July 12. There were approximately
30 attendees from other divisions at NCAR and approximately 100 other atten-
dees, including users from a variety of remote sites, panel members, and
representatives of interested companies such as Cray Research, Inc. The
conference this year was very successful, providing users with a forum for
discussion of SCD's future plans, and providing SCD management with valuable
feedback from the users' perspectives.

The conference included four main sessions. Each session was comprised of two
separate groups to allow greater participation. The following overview of the
conference summarizes the major points raised by the two groups during each
session.

I. Session One: The CRAY X-MP/48

A. How the X-MP Will Be Used

The majority of users will continue their present mode of operation.
They will use the X-MP as if it were four single-processor machines
with a shared large memory. The increased power and memory will
allow some users to convert out-of-core models to in-core models and
will allow others to increase the resolution of models.

A small number of users running extremely large and time-consuming
models are planning to expend the time and effort to convert their
code to multitasking mode. These modelers feel that the increased
speed and efficiency of multitasked code will justify that expendi-
ture.

B. User Views on Multitasking on the CRAY X-MP/48

Many users were dubious about the benefits of multitasking for the
following reasons:

- They must convert their code to make multitasking possible.

- FORTRAN multitasking constructs are not yet standardized, so
multitasking code severely hinders portability.

- Users do not fully understand the details and concepts involved
in multitasking.

However, the users understand that multitasking may be desirable, if
not required, in the following circumstances:

- When a job requires the use of all memory, regardless of the
number of processors used. Multitasking should be encouraged
for jobs of this size to increase throughput.

September 1, 1985-6-
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- For development work on software which can begin to take advan-
tage of multitasking capability.

Users expressed more interest in the possibilities of microtasking,
which involves multitasking at a low level (such as within a loop).
Cray Research, Inc. (CRI) is currently developing tools for micro-
tasking. Several users felt that if microtasking could increase
efficiency with the same relative ease as vectorization, then it
might be practical to convert code in a similar manner.

However, many users do not wish to take on the problems of multi-
and microtasking until tools have been developed to help convert
code, libraries and utilities have been converted, and the problems
are better understood. They expect CRI to take the lead in develop-
ment. On the other hand, CRI would like some aid from users to help
develop multitasking expertise.

C. Interactive Use of the CRAY X-MP/48

Some users expressed concern that interactive use of the X-MP might
decrease efficiency and waste scarce vector resources. Also, users
often prefer to do editing and other tasks in a familiar operating
environment. However, most of the users want some type of interac-
tive access for debugging code and debugging and checking output of
graphics code. If this capability could be provided without a full
interactive operating system, that would be satisfactory. SCD has
developed a prototype system called ICJOB which allows this type of
interactive access to CRAY-1 machines running COS.

D. How to Charge on the X-MP

The consensus was that charges should be based on the amount of
memory used, also taking into account the number of processors used.
Jobs which use most or all of memory and jobs which use all four
processors should be charged for use of the entire machine, since no
other jobs can run at the same time. Unfortunately, the X-MP
accounting information does not include the number of processors
used or the time used on each processor. Several users commented
that CRI should modify these accounting procedures to include that
information.

Some concern was also expressed about charging for I/O wait time.
Since this charge varies greatly from run to run, it makes predic-
tion of total charges for some types of code very difficult. SCD
staff agreed that charging should be improved for the X-MP.

E. Type of Operating System Used on the X-MP

No consensus was reached on a desirable operating system (OS). Some
preference for UNIX was expressed by several users, but others were
skeptical about the benefits of an interactive OS on a supercom-
puter. However, virtually all users agreed that interactive debug-
ging and graphics would be advantageous.

September 1, 1985-7-
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2. Session Two: Accessing the CRAY X-MP/48

A. Working Environment

This topic involved several questions about what type of front-end
system should be provided and what the optimum environment would be
for remote users. The remote users fell into two main groups:

- Those users who have computing capability at their home site.
Users who are accustomed to working on their local VAX or other
interactive computer would like transparent access to the X-MP
so they can prepare their jobs on a familiar local system over
which they have some control, and then submit jobs directly to
the X-MP and have their output transferred on-line to their
local system.

- Those users who have little or no computing capability at their
home site and rely on SCD to provide them with access to com-
puting facilities of all types. They would like a user-
friendly, interactive front-end system which allows them to
tailor their computing environment to their specific needs.
There is a wide disparity in this group between the users with
sophisticated PCs or workstations, and those with simple "dumb"
terminals. Some of these users are still communicating in line
mode, and SCD must continue to support a wide range of access
methods so that all users have some form of access.

All the users agreed that learning a new system, new editor, and so
on is difficult and should be avoided if possible. Howver, users
with no local machines were more accepting of such a necessity, par-
ticularly if a new system provided more facilities or was easier to
use.

B. Desirable Services Included with Access

The following list of services and features was submitted by panel
members in each session on access. Users agreed that these would be
desirable.

- Remote Login (to any interactive machine on a given network).

- Remote Process Communication (the ability to communicate
between processes running on different machines or the same
machine, transmitting data, messages and commands).

- Remote File Access (to eligible files on a remote system).

- Bulk Transfer Data Movement (for transmission of large jobs and
datasets).

- Electronic Mail

September 1, 1985-8-
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- Bulletin Board (containing news from other users about
software, equipment, and so on).

- National Scientific Supercomputing Network (to provide communi-
cations between scientists at different supercomputing centers
as well as those using the same center).

C. Data Comiunications

Although there were separate sessions on data communications, the
topic was raised in all the sessions. Users agreed that communica-
tion from remote sites has improved recently, but better service is
still needed. Since communications directly affects access to the
X-MP or any front-end system, a number of users emphasized that
major improvements in access require improvements in communications.
Character and graphics file transfer were two major concerns.

- For character files, speed was the main concern. Increased
bandwidth is the single element most users want.

- For graphics files, there was some discussion about the form in
which the files should be transferred. Some users prefer to
convert raw data to graphics metacode before transmission.
Others would like the ability to transfer data to a local sys-
tem and manipulate it there. With the increasing availability
of graphics terminals, "quick look" procedures are becoming
prevalent, but again, data transfer rates are the limiting fac-
tors. Several users suggested that SCD consider purchasing
commercially available graphics software and hardware.

D. Distributed Processing

The proliferation of networking technology has changed the ways that
users access remote computer systems. A number of users suggested
that SCD concentrate more resources on adding national network con-
nections to the NCAR computing facility, thereby providing more
options for distributed computing. Again, users stressed that they
prefer using familiar local systems when possible. Others pointed
out that super-micro workstations can buffer the user from unfami-
liar systems and provide a consistent working environment. Some
users and panel members suggested that a supercomputer should be
regarded as just another resource available on a network. In this
scenario, the ideal environment is one which is as transparent as
possible to the user, while still allowing easy access and flexibil-
ity to all available resources or systems.

Sept~ember 1, 1985-9-
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3. Session Three: Data Cmunmnications

A. Satellite Communications Project

In May 1984, SCD submitted to the National Science Foundation (NSF)
a proposal to develop a prototype satellite communications network
for supercomputing centers. The initial stage of the project calls
for a satellite link between NCAR and six "star point" university
sites (see the preceeding article). David Farber, Chairman of the
Networking Technical Advisory Group for the Office of Advanced
Scientific Computing at NSF, explained the details of the proposal
to conference participants. Eventually, NSF hopes to have an inter-
national scientific network comprising a number of existing networks
and a series of satellite links. This network would provide high-
speed, high-bandwidth communications for virtually all NCAR univer-
sity affiliates. The proposed protocol for the network is the
TCP/IP protocol, which Farber explained would eventually evolve into
the national and hopefully international standard protocol for all
networks.

One major concern was raised by users from sites that are not part
of the initial stage of the satellite project: what should they do
to become involved in the project and get their site integrated into
the satellite network?

Farber urged users to become activists for networking on their
respectives campuses. NSF will give preference to those sites which
have already established an inter-university regional network using
the TCP/IP protocol, since these networks will be relatively easy to
integrate into the larger network. Responsibility for implementing
the local links will be given to campus network administrators such
as computing center directors. The entire campus will then have
access capability, not just those departments related to the atmos-
pheric sciences. NCAR users should cooperate with other departments
at their home campus to promote a campus network which is TCP/IP-
compatible. Those sites which are not part of a network and are not
TCP/IP-compatible will be lower on the priority list for integra-
tion.

B. Other SCD Plans for Communications

Users were also concerned with SCD short-term plans for improvements
in data communications. Those users from sites which are not
included in the initial stage of the satellite project were particu-
larly concerned. Joe Choy, Head of the Data Communications Group in
SCD, explained the plans to upgrade UNINET service to 2400 bits per
second in most U.S. cities within the next year. In addition, the
MODCOMP Remote Job Entry service is being discontinued, and the RSCS
system on the IBM 4341 computers is expected to absorb the MODCOMP
user load.

September 1, 1985
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Several of the users asked whether TCP/IP connections are planned
for the X-MP or the as yet unspecified front-end system for the X-
MP. Upon hearing that SCD has not finalized plans for the system,
several suggested that connections to both systems would be useful
for providing different levels of access to different users. All of
the users expressed a strong desire for higher-speed communications
as soon as possible.

4. Session Four: Managing Output

A. Storage Devices

Users were asked what type of storage devices they would prefer.
The consensus was that the actual media used are not as important as
the charges to the user for storage. Virtually all of the users
agreed that somne type of storage charge is appropriate, particularly
since storage space is a scarce resource. Several users suggested
that SCD should provide easier methods of access to data as well as
recommending storage and data migration methods which are most cost-
effective for the user.

The topic of mass storage devices came up several times. Bernie
O'Lear of SCD's Systems Section described the lack of such devices
on the current market and explained that SCD is forced to wait until
suitable storage media become available. Several users expressed
interest in optical storage media, and recommended that SCD investi-
gate the smaller video and audio disks now available in the enter-
tainment industry.

B. Output Devices

Darrell Holley of SCD's Systems Section described a proposal to
replace the current line printers with one or more high-speed non-
impact devices such as laser printers. This plan should improve
turnaround for small graphics jobs, and provide lower-case capabil-
ity, which has been requested for some time. It should also improve
throughput on the DICOMED graphics processors, since many small
graphics jobs could be off-loaded to a laser printer. One of the
user groups expressed tacit approval of the proposal; the other
group was noncommittal.

Color graphics was a major topic of discussion in these sessions. A
small but vocal group of users expressed an urgent desire for some
kind of color graphics output capability; color movies were also
discussed. After an explanation of the costs and drawbacks associ-
ated with converting one or more of the DICOMED processors to color
capability, many of the users agreed that such expenditure was not
justified for the small number of users that would benefit. How-
ever, a number of users suggested that SCD investigate the possibil-
ity of acquiring some type of device to produce single-frame hard-
copy output, since color graphics workstations are relatively expen-
sive. All of the users agreed that color helps make complicated
graphical data easier to comprehend.

-11-
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Interactive graphics capability was also discussed. All users
agreed that graphics are much more useful when the user can preview
plots before printing them and manipulate frames in an interactive
fashion. Some users are already viewing graphics on-line, but data
transmission rates need to improve before this technique becomes
really useful. However, the disparity in users' equipment again
poses problems for SCD support. The users recommended that SCD pro-
vide sane kind of interactive graphics capability with the new X-MP
system.

Notes from the Consulting Office

This article contains notes on items that the consultants feel should be
brought to the attention of the users.

1. Datasets which are no longer needed may be removed from the TBM by using
the UPKEEP program, which is the same program used to retain datasets on
the TBM which would normally be purged. Datasets which are no longer
needed are designated by any non-blank character in column 1. Users who
are unfamiliar with the UPKEEP program will find it in The CRAY-1 COMPUT-
ERS: A Guide to Supercomputing at NCAR (NCAR/TN-226+IA, April 1985); you
can also view an example on the IBM 4341 system by entering the following
command:

AID 'UPKEEP EXAMPLE CRAY

2. Many users are writing several files to PSTORE from the IBM 4341 system
using multiple PCOPY commands. This is wasteful of your GAU allocation
and ties up the TBM at a time when it is already severely stressed. Each
separate PCOPY done from the IBM 4341 system will generate a CRAY-1 job
which does two DISPOSEs to the TBM: one DISPOSE for the PSTORE dataset
and one for the PSTORE directory dataset. If you know that you want to
use POOPY to transfer several files from the IBM 4341 machines to your
PSTORE, please do it in one POOPY statement. HELP POOPY will give you
the instructions for doing this. A complete description of PSTORE may be
found in Appendix A of The NCAR IBM 4341 Gateway Computers (NCAR/TN-
234+IA, July 1984).

3. Users may find where to look for information on a given topic by using
the AID EXEC on the IBM 4341 system. This EXEC is normally used when you
do not know the name of something that you are searching for or when you
do not know in which manual to search for the information. For example
AID 'PSTORE' will tell you to look in the IBM 4341 manual (see above) or
type HELP POPY on the IBM 4341 system. AID 'TAPES' will produce a list
of places to look for information on tape handing. AID may also be used
to find the syntax of CRAY JCL statements or examples for using routines
like TBMVSN and UPKEEP. Issue the command HELP AID to determine exactly
how AID may be used.

-12-
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4. The NCAR Software Catalog was last updated in hardcopy in 1982; all hard-
copy editions are very outdated. An up-to-date version of the catalog is
maintained on-line on both the CRAY-1 and the IBM 4341 systems. On the
CRAY-1 machines, the GETDOC procedure is used. The following command
will give you a listing of all of the categories of software:

GETDOC, LIB=DOCILIB, DOC=CATEGORIES.

Once you find the categories that you are interested in, you may request
details of the software in those categories. The following example lists
categories A and B5E:

GETDOC,LIB=DOCLIB, DOC= (A:B5E) .

Up to 8 categories may be listed in a single GETDOC statement.

On the IBM 4341 system, use the following commands, which are analogous
to the CRAY cammands given above:

HELP CATEGORY MENU
HELP CATEGORY A
HELP CATEGORY B5E

by Barbara Horner

Eigenvalues for Symmetric Systems of Modest Size

[Editor's Note: Due to problems in producing equations with our daisy-wheel
output device, this article appeared last month in incorrect form. After
software modifications, we have reprinted the article with the correct format.
The author has also taken the opportunity to make sanme revisions in the text.]

This article discusses the solution of the Symmetric Eigenvalue Problem,
specifically the solution of the full eigenvalue problem of a general sym-
metric matrix of dimension N where the integer N is assumed to be non-negative
and of modest size. The matrix is further assumed to contain all real entries.
There are strategies for determining a few eigenvalues of very large matrices
in which N is larger than 1000, and such methods will be discussed in an arti-
cle in a future issue of The Record. For that article, the key phrase is
Lanczo's Algorithm.

During the decade from 1950 to 1960 the methods of Givens and Householder were
extensively used because of their numerical stability. Their strategy was to
reduce the given matrix to tridiagonal form and then use a standard root find-
ing algorithm such as Bairstow, Bisection, or Newton's Method to determine the
roots of the resulting characteristic polynaomial, and hence, the eigenvalues
of the more compact matrix. Software which implements the Givens and House-
holder algorithms is currently available in the NCAR IMEL and NAG software
l ibraries.

-13-
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Most of the recent strategies for solving the symmetric eigenvalue problem are
centered around an algorithm developed by J. G. Francis (1959) called the QR
algorithm, which is a stablized version of an algorithm first proposed and
implemented by H. Rutishauser [Reference 5].

Rutishauser's LR-algorithm is based on the idea of performing an infinite
amount of work to obtain infinite precision. Specifically, the the eigen-
values of a general symmetric matrix can then be determined in the limit by
applying a sequence of similarity transformations to the given matrix.

More specifically, let A denote a given symmetric matrix of order N with non-
zero determinant. Then using Gaussian elimination the matrix A can be factored
as the product of a matrix L and a matrix R; L is lower triangular and R is
upper triangular. These factors of A are the L and R in the name of the
Rutishauser algorithm in the reference cited above.

In order to compute eigenvalues using the Rutishauser algorithm, proceed as
follows:

Let A1 have the following Gaussian decomposition:

A = 1 R1 (1)

then if we define

A2 = R1 L1

we have
_-1

A2=L1 Al L

so in particular A2 is similar to A l and hence, has the same eigenvalues. The

LR decomposition of A2 can now be computed. Its factors can be multiplied in

reverse order and a matrix A3 is obtained. If this process is continued an

infinite sequence of matrices Ak is generated and as k tends to infinity the

sequence of matrices generated converges provided, for example, the eigen-
values of the initial matrix A are distinct. In this case the limiting matrix
Aoo is upper triangular and its diagonal entries are the eigenvalues of the

original matrix Al. The convergence proof given by Rutishauser involves the

use of determinants in a crucial manner.

As pointed out in J. H. Wilkinson's fundamental book, The Algebraic Eigenvalue
Problem, the LR algorithm has problems: these include a lack of convergence
when no pivoting is used and complete failure for the non-symmetric eigenvalue
problem. Further, the algorithm suffers fram slow convergence for matrices
having close eigenvalues and can not be applied to those matrices having no LR

0 1
decomposition, e.g.

1 0

-14-
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It must be remarked, however, that the LR algorithm is stable for positive
definite symmetric matrices, and a version of the Rutishauser algorithm has
been implemented in the EISPACK library (see: CX)MLR and associated routines).

The most widely used numerical strategy for computing the eigenvalues of
matrices of modest size is based on the QR algorithm. Francis was a program-
mer at The National Physical Laboratory of England. He observed that while
not every matrix has a factorization into a product of upper and lower tri-
angular matrices, every matrix can be written as the product of a unitary

matrix ( one such that Q*Qt = I) and a upper triangular one. If the original
matrix is non-singular, this decomposition is unique and is referred to as the
QR decomposition of the given matrix. If Francis' version of Rutishauser's
strategy is now applied to equation (1), then a sequence of matrices is gen-
erated which, just as before, converge to an upper triangular matrix. The
advantage of using unitary matrices in the decomposition is their numerical
stability, and since

A2 = A Q = Qt A Q

inversion is cheap and every matrix has a QR factorization.

In practice the QR algorithm proved to converge much too slowly for most prac-
tical applications and the cost of performing the QR decomposition at each
step of the algorithm was too expensive. Francis proposed two key ideas for
improving the algorithm. The first was the reduction of the given symmetric
matrix to Hessenberg form and the second was to use origin-shifts.

For the case of symmetric matrices, the reduction to Hessenberg form is
equivalent to the reduction to tridiagonal form. Francis then showed that his
QR algorithm preserves tridiagonal form.

The rate of convergence of QR depends on the separation of the eigenvalues of
the given matrix. This rate can be significantly increased by the proper
choice of origin-shift. A "good" choice of shift leads to a sequence of
matrices whose off diagonal elements converge quadratically to zero in the
worst case, and converge cubically to zero in most cases [see Wilkinson and
Parlett].

The QR algorithm and the shift strategy just described are implemented
throughout the library routines available at NCAR. These include the EISPACK
library, as well as the IMSL and NAG libraries. For the current status of
the EISPACK library at NCAR see the recent article by H. Passi which appeared
in the February 1985 issue of The Record.

The following table displays the results of several runs of EISPACK routines
on the NCAR CRAY and a CYBER 205 located at Colorado State University at Fort
Collins Colorado. In each case the matrices considered were symmetric and
tridiagonal with diagonal and off diagonal entries two and minus one. Such
matrices result from a finite difference approximation to the Laplacian in
cartesian coordinates. In all cases reported below no special compiler
options were invoked, hence the results are most likely not the best possible.
All times are reported in seconds.

-15-
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CRAY 1
N TQL1 TQLRAT RATQR
100 .06355 .03335 .1995246
500 1.37487 .767335 5.811622

1000 5.51153 2.75454 24.60975
2000 20.4078823 11.39334 102.59723

CYBER 205
N TQL1 TQLRAT RATQR
100 .0746 .0509 .27453
500 1.6196 1.2192 8.05440

1000 6.561 4.357 34.1280
2000 23.8549 18.076 142.39
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by James H. Curry
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Code Changes in ULIB and FISHPAK (** S(FC~IW CHANGE ARTICLE **)

Packages CMGNBN and GNBNAUX (from ULIB) and packages FISHPAKl9 and FISHPAK23
(fran PORTLIB) have been changed to enhance their portability.

Users who are using personal versions of these packages should check that
their versions are current. To do so, search for statements of the form

L = (FLOAT (LINT) *FB)/FC
L1 = (FLOAT (LINT1) *Fl)/F2

or variants thereof. If such statements are found, the code is faulty, and
should be repaired or replaced with the NCAR-supported versions.

To make your own repairs, change FB, FC, Fl, F2, F3 and F4 to IFB, IFC, IF1,
IF2, IF3, and IF4 in their respective calculations, and remove the FLOAT
references in the offending statements to obtain statements of the form

L = (LINT* IFB)/IFC
L1 = (LINT1*IF1)/IF2

Alternatively, you may call Dick Valent at (303) 497-1302 to find out how to
get the correct versions via your 4341 login.

By Dick Valent and Paul Swarztrauber

New VERSION Option in TT (** SC(F R C~IANGE ARTICLE **)

The new option VERSION=version may be used with TEST to demonstrate a test run
of a sample program of the user-callable routines from the IMSL, ITPACK, NAG
and ULIB libraries. The valid values of "version" are CUR, NEW, and OLD. If
this parameter is omitted the default value is VERSION=CUR. For example, the
following example shows CRAY-1 JCL for running the sample program for the rou-
tine DO2CAF froman the new version of NAG:

TEST, LIB=NAG, FILE=DO2CAF,VERS ION=NEW.

By Harsh Anand Passi

New A~:I IT Library Available Soon

NCAR has acquired the 1983 version of the HARWELL library from A.E.R.E.,
Harwell. It is a collection of computer subroutines specializing in problems
from the field of Numerical Mathematics, such as differential equations,
mathematical functions, linear programming, linear algebra, polynomial and
rational functions, interpolation and approximation, optimization, and non-
linear data fittings. It will soon be installed on the CRAY-1 computers. A
future issue of The Record will specify how to access the library.

If you want details of the library contents or have needs which might be
addressed by this new software, contact Harsh Passi at (303) 497-1285.

By Harsh Anand Passi
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New SSILIN Library Available Soon

NCAR has acquired the SSDLIN library from Los Alamos National Laboratory.
SSDLIN is a portable set of linear algebra subprograms for matrix multiplica-
tion and for the solution of block tridiagonal, symmetric, positive definite,
and general out-of-core systems of linear equations. It will soon be installed
on the CRAY-1 computers. A future issue of The Record will specify how to
access the library.

If you want details of the library contents or have needs which might be
addressed by this new software, contact Harsh Passi at (303) 497-1285.

By Harsh Anand Passi

Old ULIB Files To Be Deleted (** S( FW~AE CANG ARICE **)

O October 9, 1985, the files CURV, KURV, KURVP, QURV and SURF in ULIB will be
deleted, and their entries will be omitted in the binary library $NCARLB. The
curve and surface fitting library FITPACK contains the most current versions
of these packages. The benefits of the FITPACK version to users are: more
flexibility in terms of derivatives around the boundary, error control, and
better documentation. In addition, a long-standing error in the SURF package
has been corrected in the FITPACK version. However, the new version results in
an increase in CPU time.

There is a concomitant change in the argument lists of the following FITPACK
subroutines:

CURV1 CUIRV2 CURVD CURVI KU RV1 KURV2
KURVP1 KURVP2 QURV1 QURV2 SURF1 SURF2

If users are calling the abovementioned subroutines in their programs, they
must make appropriate changes to the calling sequences. Correct calling
sequences can be determined by listing the on-line documentation using GETDOC
on the CRAY-1 machines or the IBM 4341 EXEC GETDOC. For example, to list the
documentation for CURV1,CURV2,KURV1, KURV2,SURFl, and SURF2 from the CRAY-1
files, include the following command in CRAY JCL:

GETDOC,LIB=FITPACK,DOC=(CURV1: CURV2: KURV1: KURV2:SURF1:SURF2).

FITPACK source for any of the entries of these files may be obtained by using
the IBM 4341 EXEC GETSRC, or the CRAY-l utility GETSRC:

GETSRC, LIB=FITPACK, FILE=...

To access the CRAY-1 object library for FITPACK, include FITPACK in the list
of parameter values for the LIB keyword on the LDR statement.

Any one using any of the above ULIB files should switch to the FITPACK version
by October 9, 1985, which is the target date for deletion of these ULIB files.

by Harsh Anand Passi
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D6-L Version 9.2 Update (** S9FC 1 (BM ARIa 1 E **)
On October 2, 1985, I?'SL Version 9.2 will become the default library on the
CRTAY-l computers. The following routines have been modified in this update:

ABIBN
CTPR
DENTE
EIGRS
EQZVF
FTDNX
IBCIEU
LLBQF
MERFCI
NKS1
RLFOtYW
USHST2
DRcXLG
ZANLYT

LACACT

EIGZC
F.ET2C
FI'WENX

]SVDB
D'ERF I

RLAV
USPc
SR TG
ZPOLR

BIYIWI'
CTIPBYC
U722PR
EIGZF
FFT3D
GGAXMR
IC sEvU
ISVDF
DQAMM

F~CONM
IR1LM/
USPKD
VDSWAM
ZRPQLG

BECDVW
DCADRE
EHBCKF
ELZVC
FLJINV
GGCOR
ICSPLN
NDUBIN
NNSJR
OFHARR
SS1BLK

tSPLO
VIPRFF
ZSCNT

BEMIRI
DGEAR
EHOUSS
EQRH3F
FTARPS
GPM
IFLSQ
NUBNOR
MNBZJN
CEp RO
UERTST
USPLOD
VSAD
ZXMJN

DGRPS
EIGC
EQRT1S
BTAUTO
GGNQF
LEQOF
NUNRIS
NMDEN
OIND
UGETIO
USPRP
VSAR
ZXMWD

cEGIFE
JtIN
EIGH
EQRT2S
FTFPS
GGVCR
LEQT2P
NDYTNFMXFRE
RLFOR
USHHST
USTREE
VSARER
ZXSSQ

CLLFC
L2DES
EIGRF
EQRI'3S
FrFREQ
GIPBC
LEQ2C
NIJYIPS

RLFOTH
USHST
T.SWBS
VSSWAM
ZXOLP

Source and Documentation

To list the on-line write-up of the updated version (I EL 9.2)
the command GE'IVOC with LIB = IfbL and the VEIRSION=NEW option.

To access the FORTRAN source for the
the CRAY-1 computers, use the GE SIC
option.

routines, use

updated version (ID.SL 9.2) routines, from
utility with LIB = IML and the VEI SION=NEW

Binary Library

To access the CRAY-l object library for the new version (IMSL 9.2) , include
the following command:

GEMI IN, LB= INL, VES ION=NEW.

and then, include I vSLIB in the list of parameter values for the LIB keyword
on the LDR statement . For example

LDR,LIB=I? LIB.

loads any needed routines f rom the INSL version 9.2 after loading f rom the
default libraries.

Demonstration Sanple Programs

This example shows how to compile and run the DVERK routine f rom the IDISL Ver-
sion 9.2 using the following CRAY JCL :

TEST, LIB= INL, FILE=DV7ERK, VE1S ION=NEW.

Output f rom the TEST command includes :
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* A compiled listing of the sample program, the test routine TDVEK, and
the external subprograms (required by DVERK) TDVEL and TDVEM;

* Printed output which can be compared with the document example output;

* The message "DVERK UTEK S PASSED" or "DVERK DVEK S FAILED" depending
on whether the test passed or failed to reproduce the output of the
document example to sufficient accuracy. Here DVEK is the test routine
label (i.e. the minimal test for DVERK is named TDVEK) and "S" refers to
the precision tested.

By Harsh Anand Passi

NAG Mark 11 Library Available (** SCI(~I (CANGE ARTICLE **)

The NAG (Numerical Algorithms Group) library Mark 11 has been installed on the
CRAY-1 machines at NCAR, together with on-line documentation that describes
how to use each of the routines in the collection. Both the Mark 11 and
default (Mark 10) editions are available in object library form on the CRAY-1
computers. Users should start converting their jobs to take advantage of new
features in Mark 11. Note: The new Mark 11 version will become the default
library on October 22, 1985.

The NAG Mark 11 library is a proprietary collection of 524 primary routines
for solving a wide variety of mathematical and statistical problems.

A. New Routines

The following 35 new primary ("user-callable") routines are included in
the NAG FORTRAN LIBRARY at Mark 11.

C06 - Summation of Series

CO6EKF: Calculates the circular convolution or correlation
of two real vectors of period N. ( No extra workspace
required. )

CO6FFF: Computes the discrete Fourier transform of one variable
in a multivariate sequence of complex data values.

CO6FJF: Computes the multi-dimensional discrete Fourier
transform of a multivariate sequence of complex data
values.

CO6FKF: Calculates the circular convolution or correlation
of two real vectors of period N ( using a work array
for extra speed).
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E04 - Minimizing or Maximizing a Function

E04MBF: An easy-to-use routine for solving linear programming
problems, or for finding a feasible point for such
problems. It is not intended for sparse problems.

E04NAF: A comprehensive routine for solving quadratic
programming (QP) or linear programming (1P)
problems. It is not intended for sparse problems.

E04VCF: A comprehensive routine designed to minimize
an arbitrary smooth function subject to constraints,
which may include simple bounds on the variables,
linear constraints and smooth non-linear constraints.
It is not intended for sparse problems.

E04VDF: An easy-to-use routine designed to minimize
an arbitrary smooth function subject to constraints,
which may include simple bounds on the variables,
linear constraints and smooth non-linear'constraints.
It is not intended for sparse problems.

E04YCF: Returns estimates of elements of the variance-covariance
matrix of the estimated regression coefficients for a
non-linear least squares problem. The estimates are
derived from the Jacobian of the function f(x) at
the solution.

E04ZCF: Checks that user-supplied routines for evaluating
an objective function, constraint functions and their
first derivatives produce derivative values which are
consistent with the function and constraint values
calculated.

F01 - Matrix Operations, Including Inversion

F01LEF: Reduces a real tridiagonal matrix to triangular matrices
using Gaussian elimination with partial pivoting.

F01MAF: Finds an incomplete Cholesky factorization of a sparse
symmetric positive-definite matrix.

FO1NAF: Finds the LU factorization of a complex band matrice
by Gaussian elimination with partial pivoting.

F02 - Eigenvalues and Eigenvectors

F02FHF: Finds the eigenvalues of the generalized band symmetric
eigenproblem Ax = lambda * Bx where A and B are symmetric
band matrices and B is positive definite.

-21-
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F02FJF: Finds eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a real sparse
symmetric or generalised symmetric eigenvalue problem.

F04 - Simultaneous Linear Equations

F04EAF: Calculates the approximate solution of a set of real
tridiagonal linear equations with one right hand side.

F04FAF: Calculates the approximate solution of a set of real
symmetric positive definite tridiagonal linear equations.

F04LEF: Solves a system of tridiagonal equations following
the factorization by NAG library routine F01LEF.

F04MAF: Solves a sparse symmetric positive definite
system of linear equations, A*x=b, using pre-
conditioned conjugate gradient method, following
the factorization of A by NAG library routine F01MAF.

F04MBF: Solves a system of sparse symmetric linear equations
using a Lanczos algorithm.

F04NAF: Solves a system of complex band equations following
the factorization by NAG library routine F01NAF.

F04QAF: Solves sparse unsymmetric equations, sparse linear
least squares problems and sparse damped linear least
squares problems using a Lanczos algorithm.

FO4YAF: Returns elements of the estimated variance-covariance
matrix of the sample regression coefficients for a
linear least squares problem.

G13 - Time Series Analysis

G13BBF: Filters a time series by a transfer function model.

Gl3BDF: Calculates preliminary estimates of the parameters
of a transfer function model.

Gl3BEF: Estimates the parameters in a multi-input model
relating one output series to one or more input series,
using a choice of three slightly different estimation
criteria non-linear least squares, exact likelihood
and marginal likelihood.

Gl3BGF: Accepts a series of new observations of an output time
series and any associated input time series, for which
a multi-input model is already specified, and updates
the "state-set" information for use in constructing
further forecasts.
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Gl3BHF: Produces forecasts of a time series (the output series)
which depends on one or more other (input) series via
a multi-input model which will usually have been fitted
using G13BEF.

Gl3BJF: Produces forecasts of a time series (the output series)
which depends on one or more other (input) series via
a multi-input model for which the state set information
is not available.

Gl3DAF: Calculates the cross covariance or cross correlation
function of a multivariate time series.

Gl3DBF: Calculates the multivariate partial autocorrelation
function of a multivariate time series.

S - Approximations of Special Functions

S19AAF: Returns a value for the Kelvin function ber x.

S19ABF: Returns a value for the Kelvin function bei x.

S19ACF: Returns a value for the Kelvin function ker x.

S19ADF: Returns a value for the Kelvin function kei x.

B. Withdrawn Routine

The following routine has been withdrawn fran the NAG FORTRAN LIBRARY at
Mark 11:

Routine withdrawn Recommended replacement

DO1FAF D01GBF

C. Routines scheduled for withdrawal for Mark 12

The following routines are scheduled for withdrawal from the NAG FORTRAN
Library at Mark 12 because improved routines have now been included in
the Library. Users are advised to stop using routines which are scheduled
for withdrawal and use recommended replacement routines instead.
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Routine to be withdrawn

CO 6ACF

CO 6ADF

E04VAF
EO4VBF
EO4WAF

EO4ZAF

EO4ZBF

HO1ABF
HO1ADF
HO1AFF
HO1BAF

HO2AAF

Recommended replacements

CO6EKF or CO6FKF

Co 6FFF

E04VDF (easy-to-use)
or E04VCF (comprehensive)

EO4ZCF

(Not needed as E04WAF
will be withdrawn)

EO4MBF (easy-to-use)
or EO4NAF (comprehensive)

EO4NAF

D. Description of outstanding errors

Users whose work is being hindered by existing errors or defects should
contact Harsh Anand Passi at (303) 394-1285.

Routine
in error

Primary
routines
affected Description of Error

EO4JBF EO4CGF
E04JAF
EO4JBF
EO4UAF

EO4KBF EO4DEF
EO4KAF
EO4KBF
E04VAF

On saome problems the routines fail to make
significant progress after reaching a point
close to the solution, and may eventually
take an error exit after exceeding the permitted
number of function evaluations.

On same problems the routines fail to make
significant progress after reaching a point
close to the solution, and may eventually
take an error exit after exceeding the permitted
number of function evaluations.

E. Routines revised for Mark 11

This text has been excerpted from the FORTRAN Mark 11 News. In addition
to routines which have been corrected since the release of Mark 10, a
number of routines have been revised to incorporate improvements to algo-
r i thms.
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The test for IFAIL = 3 has been modified in the routines:

CO 5NBF CO 5NCF CO 5PBF CO 5PCF

D02GBF now makes more elaborate checks on the validity of the boundary
conditions; additional error exits have been introduced.

The following optimization routines have been revised by improving the
tolerances set for internal line-searches. This will avoid some very
occasional failures to converge, and should on balance result in a reduc-
tion in the numbers of iterations and function evaluations; however, on
sane problems a slight increase in the number of iterations or function
evaluations may be observed, and occasionally routines may exit with
IFAIL = 3 or 5 rather than 0.

EO4CGF E04GBF EO4JAF E04IAF
E04DEF E04GC3F EO4JBF EO4LBF
E04DFF EO4GDF E04KAF EO4UAF
EO 4EBF EO 4GEF EO 4KBF EO 4VAF
EO4FCF EO 4HEF EO4KCF EO4VBF
EO4FDF EO4HFF EO4KDF EO4WAF

The following linear algebra routines have been restructured so that they
perform more efficiently on vector or pipeline processors and on machines
with a paged or cache memory. There will be sane insignificant differ-
ences in the results fran these routines and fran routines which call
them.

FO1ADF FO 1AMF F01CSF FO 4AGF
FO1AEF F01ANF FO2APF FO4AJF
FOlAFF FO1AXF FO2AQF FO4AKF
FO1AGF FOlAYF F02ARF FO4ANF
FO1AJF FO1BCE'F FO 3AEF
FO1AKF FO1CKF FO3AFF
FO1ALF F01CLF F3AHF

Source and Documentation

The FOITRAN source for NAG is proprietary. Users may not copy these routines
or transport them to other institutions, or use them on any machines other
than the CRAY,C1 and CRAY,CA computers. Users with questions on proprietary
library software should contact Richard Valent at (303) 497-1302.

NEAR leases online supplementary documentation for the NAG FORTRAN LIBRARY.
To list all of the brief summaries of routine names and irposes provided by
NAG (about 15 pages) run a CRAY-l job that includes the following command:

GETDOC , LJB =NAG , DOC= SUM~PRY ,VEI ION=NEW.

To print a list of keywords and the NAG routine name suffixes that are associ-
ated with each keyword, run a CPIXY-l job that includes the following command:

GE DOC ,LIB=NAG ,DC=KEYWODS ,VERSI CV=NEW.
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To list the online write-up for a NAG Mark 11 routine, use the CRAY-1 utility
GETDOC, or the IBM 4341 EXEC GETDOC, with the VERSION=NEW option.

A copy of the six-volume NAG FORTRAN LIBRARY Mark 11 manual is available for
reference in the Consulting Office library.

Binary Library

To access the CRAY-1 object library for NAG Mark 11, include the following
command:

GETBIN, LIB=NAG ,VERSION=NEW.

and then include NAG in the list of parameter values for the LIB keyword on
the LDR statement. For example:

LDR,LIB=NAG.

Demonstration Example Programs

To compile and run a program from NAG Mark 11 such as the routine G13CCF,

include the following control statement in the CRAY JCL:

TEST, LIB=NAG ,FILE=Gl3CCF,VERSION=NEW.

Output from the TEST command includes:

* Compiled listing of the sample program;

* Computed example results and the results as listed in the Library Refer-
ence manual.

By Harsh Anand Passi

ZOT - The October Mass Store Purge will occur on October 5, 1985

The October purge of datasets (VSNs) from the TBM will take place on October
5, 1985, and will affect VSNs not accessed since July 1, 1985. The subsequent
purge of datasets will occur on November 2, 1985, and will affect VSNs not
accessed since August 1, 1985.

TBM Mass Storage News

On July 29, 1985, a change was installed in the CRAY-l TBM driver in the sec-
tion dealing with checksum errors. Before July 29, only one retry command was
issued if the first attempt to ACQUIRE a TBM dataset resulted in a checksum
error. If the retry also failed, the job was terminated with a "FATAL CHECK-
SUM ERROR" message. The backup copy (LOG copy) could only be activated by
hand, at the request of the user. If this was not done, all further attempts
to read the dataset would keep trying the bad copy.
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The new system works as follows: The first checksum error on a TBM dataset
causes a second read attempt to be issued for the same copy. If this second
attempt also fails with a checksum error, the CRAY-1 machine sends down a
request to activate the backup (LOG) copy of the dataset, and a message is put
in the user's log file indicating that this has happened. The ACQUIRE is then
tried again a maximum of 2 more times. If both tries fail, the user's job is
terminated with a message indicating "CHECKSUM ERROR", followed by "DATASET
NOT AVAILABLE FROM STATION". Thus both copies of a dataset will be tried
(twice each) before giving up on the ACQUIRE. In most cases, the LOG copy
will be readable, and the job will continue normally.

If your log file indicates that a backup copy had to be activated in this way,
you are urged to re-descend the dataset to the TBM to produce 2 new copies,
and prevent repeated mounts of the LOG tape (which is normally kept off-line).

by John Merrill

Summary of Daily Bulletin Items

TBM

July 24, 1985
TBM: Starting Monday, July 29, the TBM will attempt to read datasets
from the LOG tape if checksum errors are detected in two read
attempts of the PROD tape. If two read attempts of the LOG tape
fail due to checksum errors, the job will terminate with a "CHECKSUM
ERROR" message. Successful attempts will issue the message "nnn BLKS
READ FROM TBM". If your log file indicates that a dataset was read
from the LOG tape, you should re-descend the dataset to ensure that
checksum errors do not recur.

July 26, 1985
TBM: If you are planning to ACQUIRE an off-line VSN which will be
used several times in a short period, you should be sure to include
the parameter TEXT= ONLINE' in the ACQUIRE statement. This will
cause the VSN to be moved to an on-line tape and greatly speed up
turnaround time on future ACQUIREs of the same VSN. If you do not
include the TEXT='ONLINE ' parameter, the off-line tape must be
mounted each time you ACQUIRE the VSN. Note that this parameter does
not apply to VSNs on Dedicated tapes. Please call the Consulting
Office at (303) 497-1278 if you are not familiar with this feature.

August 2, 1985
TBM: A large number of checksum errors have occurred on TBM datasets
acquired during the last two days by the CRAY,C1 computer. Most of
these errors were caused by a hardware problem on the CRAY,C1 chan-
nel, which has since been fixed. If you had checksum problems on
CRAY,C1 jobs between July 30-August 1, you may want to re-submit
those jobs now that the problem has been fixed. Contact the Consult-
ing Office at (303) 497-1278 for details on the list of approximately
50 VSNs which are known to have been affected.
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DICOD

August 8, l9. ,..

DIC USERS: TheJob Request Box for DICOMED raster files has been
mov3 :it the end of the hardcopy output shelves in the I/O area next
to ,the-Machi eRom.

NEW I:-GRAPHI CS FILE:POLICIES: The Job Request Box for DICOMED raster
files has been moved to the end of the hardcopy output shelves in the
I/O area next to the Machine Room.
Reade/ inter papr for the 500 and 800 models (which produce dry
pap th willno be available on the shelf under the Film out-
put collection area.
Microfilm to be recycled should be left on the floor under the Film
output collection area.

SOFTWARE

July 31, 1985
PSTORE USERS: Version 03, Release 04 (V03.04) will be installed on
both CRAY-1 computers on Tuesday, August 6. Now that the TBM retries
failed ACQUIREs (with automatic switch to the backup if necessary) it
is no longer necessary for PSTORE to do so. This change is tran-
sparent to users.

SLATEC USERS: As of Wednesday, July 31, 1985, the new version of
the SLATEC library has been installed as the default library. Details
of this new versionican be found in the May 1985 issue of The Record.
If you have any problems or questions, call the Consulting Office at
(303) 497-1278.

August 7, 1985
PSTORE USERS: Version 03, Release 04 (V3.04) was installed at 08:00
yesterday on both CRAY-1 computers. A bug was discovered in this
release and fixed at approximately 15:45. The bug caused PSTORE to
read only the first 100 entries in the directory. You may have
encountered truncated directory listings or a "File does not exist"
error message for a file that you previously created. If you have
more than 100 PSTORE files and you deleted or copied files (using
PDEL or PCOPY) between 08:00 and 15:45 yesterday, your PSTORE files
have been corrupted. You should not make any updates to these PSTORE
files until they are recovered. All affected users will be notified
about the recovery process.
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August 13, 1985
CONREC USERS: As of Tuesday, August 13, changes have been made to
the CONREC family of routines to eliminate an overflow that occasion-
ally occurred in the work array in routine STLINE. Now if an over-
flow does occur, a warning message will be printed both on the plot
frame and on the standard error output. Line numbers in the source
code have been offset by one, but only in the area of the modifica-
tion (basically the routine STLINE); all other line numbers will
remain the same. This error does not occur in CONRCQCK, since
CONRCQCK uses a different algorithm.

MISCELLANEOUS

July 22, 1985
UNINET WATS USERS: '~WATS access to UNINET (via the 800 toll-free
number) will be terminated on Friday, July 26 for all users except
those with no local UNINET access number. Call Don Morris at (303)
497-1282 if you cannot access UNINET with a local call.
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OCMPUTER I Su ReS ALW0CMaED IN JULY 1985

GAU
SCIENTIST PROJECT TITLE

Request Alloc.

Lloyd Fosdick
Univ. of Colo.

Herman Milgiore
Portland St. Univ.

Jack Gross
Univ. of Wash.

Gary Thomas
Univ. of Colo.

Robert Wilhelmson
Univ. of Ill.

Jorgan Jensen
Univ. of Wash.

Gary Thomas
Univ. of Colo.

Stella Coakley
Univ. of Denver

David O'C. Starr
State Univ. of NY
at Albany

Mankin Mak
Univ. of Illinois

Russell Dickerson
Univ. of Maryland

Experiments with CFT and
vectorization

Flow modeling of FAGE
hydroxyl monitor

Atmospheric waves/rainfall
interaction in the tropics

A theoretical study of
the mesosphere

Observational analysis and
numerical simulation of
convective storms

Numerical study of tropical
band clouds

Hydrogen balance in the
stratosphere and mesosphere

Climate variation and plant
disease epidemics

Effects of environmental
factors on cirrus cloud
properties

Moist large scale dynamics

Trace gas profiles

1.3

10.0

2.0

2.0

10.0

10.0

6.0

4.0

10.0

10.0

5.0

1.3

10.0

2.0

2.0

10.0

10.0

6.0

4.0

10.0

10.0

5.0

Note: A request may be supported at a lower level than requested because:

a. It exceeds the five-hour limit above which Panel review is
required; or

b. Reviewers consider the amount of time requested to be excessive.
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Summary of NCAR Computer Use for July 1985

CRAY,CA ODMPUTER

Jul FISCAL YTD
Total Day Avg. Total Day Avg.

Clock Hours in the Month 744.00 24.000 7296.00 24.000
less Scheduled PM 15.53 0.501 169.22 0.557
less Hardware Downtime 0.38 0.012 77.46 0.255
less Software Downtime 0.32 0.010 19.92 0.066
less Environmental Downtime 0.00 0.000 51.60 0.170
less Operations Use 0.05 0.002 3.23 0.011
less Other Causes 0.25 0.008 6.38 0.021

Clock Hours Up 727.47 23.467 6968.19 22.922
less Systems Checkout 0.35 0.011 36.39 0.120

Clock Hours Avail. to Users 727.12 23.455 6931.80 22.802
less Idle Time 5.24 0.169 22.83 0.075

Clock Hours in Use 721.88 23.286 6908.97 22.727
% Available Hours Used 99.28 % 99.67 %

CRAY,C1 COMPUTER

Jul FISCAL YTD
Total Day Avg. Total Day Avg.

Clock Hours in the Month 744.00 24.000 7296.00 24.000
less Scheduled PM 19.68 0.635 146.85 0.483
less Hardware Downtime 4.57 0.147 67.43 0.222
less Software Downtime 0.57 0.018 11.55 0.038
less Environmental Downtime 0.00 0.000 37.36 0.123
less Operations Use 0.12 0.004 3.42 0.011
less Other Causes 0.00 0.000 11.43 0.038

Clock Hours Up 719.06 23.195 7017.96 23.085
less Systems Checkout 1.32 0.043 17.35 0.057

Clock Hours Avail. to Users 717.74 23.153 7000.61 23.028
less Idle Time 18.23 0.588 41.75 0.137

Clock Hours in Use 699.51 22.565 6958.86 22.891
% Available Hours Used 97.46 % 99.40 %
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CRAY 15)1

TROUBLE: DO loop fails to vectorize.

EXAMPLE: SUBROUTINE BI(ST
COMMON APMSTR/ TIT (45) ,QVIT (45) ,QCIT (45) ,QRIT (45)
COMMOJN /rERAIN/ Gl2U (151) ,Gl2W (150) ,UPLVL (46),j

1 WLTL (46)
COM 4JN A4EANS/ DKM (45,150)
DIMENSION X(4515.8)
SF3 (J) =(DKM (K+l, ID) +DKM (K, ID)) * ((X (K+1, IPl,J) -

1 X (K+1, IMl,J) +X (K, IPl,J)-X (K, IMl,J)) *RDX4 +
2 WLVL(K+l) *Gl2W(ID)* (X(K+l,I,J)-X(K,I,J) )
3 *RDZ) - (DKM (K, ID) +DKM (K-l, ID)) *((X (K, IPl,J)
4 -X (K, IMl,J) +X(K-l, IPl,J)-X (K-l, IMl,J)) *RRDX4
5 + WLVL (K) *Gl2W (ID) *(X (K, I,J)-X (K-1",I,J)) *RDZ)

SF4 (J) =(DKM (K, ID+l) +DKM (K, ID) )* ((X (K, IP,J) -
1 X (K, I,J)) *RDX + UPLVL (K) *Gl2tJ(ID~Il) *
2 (X(K+l,IPl,J)-X(K-l,IPl,J)+X(K+l,I,J)-
3 X (K-l, I,J)) *RDZ4) - (DKM (K, ID) +
4 DKM (K, ID-1)) *((X (K, I,J)-X (K, IMl,J)) *RDX
5 + UPLVL (K) *Gl2U (ID) *(X (K+1, I,J)-X (K-1, I,J) +
6 X (K+l, IMl,J) -X (K-1, IMl,J) )*PDZ4)

DO 100 K=2 ,NDMP2
TIT (K) =TIT (K) +CADZ 2*UPLVL (K) *GlW (ID) * (SF3 (2) )
QVIT (K) =QVIT (K) +CADZ 2*UPLVL (K)* Gl2W (ID) * (SF3 (4) )
QCIT (K) =QCIT (K) +CADZ 2*UPLVL (K) *Gl2W (ID) * (SF3 (6) )
QRIT (K) =QRIT (K) +CADZ 2*UPLVL (K) * Gl2 (ID) * (SF3 (8) )

100 CONTINUE
DO 101 K=2,NDMP2
TIT (K) =TIT (K) +CADX2* (SF4 (2) )
QVIT (K) =QVIT (K) +CIXDX2* (SF4 (4) )
QCIT (K) =QCIT (K) +CADX2* (SF4 (6) )
QRIT (K) =QRIT (K) +CTXDX2* (SF4 (8) )

101 CONTINUE
STOP
END

COMMENTS : DO loops 100 and 101 vector ized under CFT 1.11 but
will not vector ize under CFT' 1.13 or CFT 1.14.

ORIGIATOR:Dale Durran (Barb Horner)ORIGINATOR:
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DICOMED No. 002

35mm camera randomly drops text lines.
THETA= 55.00

UR 6.19E+02
DUR2 7,65E+00
RBF -3003E+00
RUBF -1.68E+01
THETA= 62.00
UR 5.41E+02
DUR2 4e 98E+00
RBF ®7,36E+00
RUBF -3.91E+01
THETA= 69.00
UR 3.23E+02-
DUR2 2.19E+00

COMMIES: =

TEMPORARY SOLUTION:

6. 28E+02
1. 14E+0l

-2.02E+00
-1. 13E+01

6. 24E+02
2.41E+01

-1 .41E+0 0
-7. 36E+00

4. 68E+0l
1. 71E+02
3.92E+0l
3.92E+01

3. 28E+01
1.80E+0l
5. 52E+01
5. 48E+01

1.72E+01
3.88E+01
1. 72E+02
1. 72E+02

7. 00E+01
5. 48E+0l
1.72E+01
2.00E+01

6.24E+02 5.48E+01 8.0OE+01
4.90E+01 l.12E+01 6.36E+01

If the above text is disposed to the DICDMED fiche
camera, the entire file is reproduced correctly.
However, when the file is sent to the 35mm camera,
the line that begins
'$BUF -3.91E+0 l "
is missing fran the resultant film.

Dispose text files to DICOMED fiche camera only.

ORIGINATOR:

TROUBLE:

EXAMPL E:

-33-

Vick Pizzo
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DICOMED No. 003

Metacode output from POINTS may not
translated by the DICOMED.

be correctly

When the graphics routine POINTS is used to
produce a scatter diagram and the distribution of
the points being plotted is such that they are
clustered closely together, the points may not be
correctly mapped on the plot produced by the
DIOMED. If the same metacode is viewed on a
graphics terminal, using the appropriate graphcap,
the resultant plot appears correctly.

TEMPORARY SOLUTION: The problem will be corrected.

Cheryl Craig

TROUBLE:

COMMENTS:

-34-

ORIGINATOR:
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